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ADDRESS.
HENRY IV. of France, the most accomplished
monarch, and most profound politician that ever set
upon the throne of France, used to say, “That he
liked to dance, because it always made him appear
young."
It is a very common and a very vulgar idea, that
dancing is easily acquired.

Those who make this

assertion know very little of the matter.

In theory,

the art cannot be acquired without study; and the
practical part requires the attention and instruction
from some Professor who is really a master of his Art.
The following pages will be found to assist materially
those who have but a slight knowledge of dancing,
and smooth the way, with a little aid, to perfection.

PREFACE.

THIS small Treatise, which I here offer to the public,
I trust will furnish a complete and faithful account of
La Dame de la Socie‘td. I have been frequently solicited
to collect into a Treatise, those precepts on dancing
which it has been my desire to impress on the minds
of my pupils. The remarks which I have made
therein may prove of some value to beginners, who
will become instructed in the art, if they will read
and practise the dances as they are described.
In this little Treatise I have only noticed those
dances which are at the present time most in fashion,
from the quadrilles in the country dances. It has
always been my greatest care to cultivate the dancer
to be the best timest; it being, in my humble opinion, the
most important feature in the acquiremcnts of the
.dancer; therefore, I should like to impress upon the
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mind of every individual who intends to learn, to
make that their principal study; and also those who
may be proﬁcient in the steps, but deﬁcient in the time,
as it will enable them, when they get into strange

societies, to select from the company the best dancer,
from their observation of the time kept, which is
every thing to the enthusiast.

Should this little work contribute to the improve‘
ment of the taste for dancing to music rather than
by music, it will be found to obviate to a certain
extent the great evil existing, viz., the timidity which
gentlemen feel in asking ladies to dance, fearing that
their movements will not be quick or expert enough
to complete the dance in a ﬁnished style.
Here I shall meet with a little censure from the
ladies; but be it understood, that it only applies to those
who deem it a crime to make a quick movement,
forgetting at the same time that the orchestra, while
playing, are incessantly in motion, and consequently

the dancers must keep pace with them, unless they
rest altogether.

Allow me to exonerate myself from charging the
ladies with being more deﬁcient in time or measure

PREFACE.
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than gentlemen, for we frequently recognise the same
fault with them, but notto an equal extent in most
cases. I fear the ladies are under the impression that
they would be dancing in the “ fast style," as it is termed,
if they were tomake expert movements; such notions are
decidedly erroneous: it cannot be considered vulgar or
fast to execute a dance as it is required, whether quick
or slow, so that it is neatly done; it is the extravagant
and vulgar contortions that characterize the term “ fast
style."
In my humble opinion, most dances are played too
fast for the dancer to impart that grace and elegant
style so indispensable for the ﬁnished danseur.

Each

movement taking a given time to execute in a graceful

ﬁnished style, it must, of necessity, require the
orchestra to observe the greatest nicety in this respect.
It is to be regretted that we very much decrease

the number of patrons of the Terpsichorean art, through
their not being able to comprehend the meaning of
the dances, by playing the music too fast, and not

aecenting or marking suﬂiciently where it is necessary_
I trust the readers of this little Treatise will
grant me their kind indulgence in perusing the

l2
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contents of this book, as it has not any pretensions

beyond‘that of explaining, as clearly as possible,
the simplest method of becoming a good dameur
da la Société.
On the preliminary exercises it is necessary to make
a few remarks, being the necessary preparation for the

steps and attitudes which give ease and grace to the
body, facilitate the acquirement, and form the foun

dation of the good dancer.
Every movement being natural and expressive, they
require, probably, the attention of the pupil to the
preliminary exercises and steps, these being as indispen
sable to the dancer as the scales are to the musician.
Dancing is now reduced to almost walking, for this
reason: you cannot teach the mechanism of the steps,
the elasticity of the legs, the arms to move with
ease on the shoulders, in a few lessons; but it is a work
of time to create the natural requisites for dancing.

We are, therefore, obliged to study the principles
of dancing, if we wish to attain any great position as
dancers; nevertheless, I do not think it indispensable
for the dameur de la Societé to practise dancing as

for the stage, there being a vast ditfcrenco between

names.
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that and thc~Ball Room; notwithstanding the pre
liminary exercises cannot entirely be dispensed with,
even for the simplest method of dancing.
‘
The teachers are frequently obliged to accommodate
the

preparatory exercises and steps to the time or

disposition of their pupils; consequently, the rigidity
of the limbs, frequently exhibited, is no fault of the
instructor, but simply a want of time, or perseverance,

- on the part of the pupil.
, There are a. great number of steps calculated to
give suppleness to the limbs, which may be varied,
so that they become pleasing, and thereby avoid
ennui.
We must consult nature in allthings, art furnishing
the other resources for the teacher; but Nature should.
be his guide.

Any pupil who can execute one of the modern
dances with perfection, would necessarily know how
to walk, or to make a bow; the carriage and deport‘

ment of the pupil will soon show itself, and will save
the teachers the trouble of teaching their pupils to
walk, as used to be the practice.
I will here make a few observations on the practice

l4
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that will be I found fully to answer the purpose of
rapidly advancing a pupil, and preparing him for
dancing.

The bending movement will give strength and
suppleness to the legs; the pupil should stand in the
ﬁrst position, with the hips well turned outward, and
then bend as low as he possibly can without raising
the heels from the ground.
In bending, make it a rule to cease going lower than
when you can with ease retain the heels on the ground;
for when a dancer bends low enough for the heels to
quit the ground, they lose the power of springing,
and a considerable degree of steadiness they would
otherwise attain, if they continued to keep them on the
ground. This should be practised every day for a
short time, and the pupil will be astonished how soon
it will promote the ﬂexibility of the legs and hip
joints.
Bending in the ﬁrst or ﬁfth position, will prove a
very useful exercise; when carefully executed, it
balances the body, and produces great steadiness
in forming attitudes, gives a ﬁrmness to the hips,
and suppleness and ﬂexibility of the-limbs.

PREFACE.
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Great strength of the feet may be attained by rising
gently from the ground on the balls of the feet, and

continuing to walk on them; by this means, strength
and perfect steadiness will be acquired.
No description of dancing is so variable as La Dame
de la Société', depending entirely upon fashion for its
preference; but mostly the easy ﬂowing style pre—
dominates, for this reason : the public will not trouble
themselves to learn the difficult dances, consequently
they get into disrepute, and ultimately thrown aside.
The steps of La Dame de la Socie‘té should be com
posed of an easy, ﬂowing, and graceful character, such
as the chasses, assemblés, glissades, jetés, battemens,
and the Pas deBasque, &c., executed in a smooth quiet

style.

Particularly avoid making large steps, or

anything extra vacant ; neatness being one of the

principal acquirements to the ﬁnished dameur de la
Socie'té.

10
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THE BALL ROOM.

I'r would be impossible to describe the shape and
form that prevail, as there are so many and various,
pleasing different tastes, and very often suiting cir
cumstances; but, certainly, a lofty and well-ventilated
Sallede Dame is the best adapted for the round dances,
and more healthful than small saloons, and should,

if possible, be nearly a square; the length being
about one-third more than the width. The ﬂooring
should be laid with narrow boards, four inches in
width, as they are proved to stand the best, and
make the smoothest dancing ﬂoors; but in cases where
the boards are rough, or where there is a carpet down,
tightly stretched holland may be covered over the

ﬂoor or carpet, which will greatly enhance the com

Ball Baum ﬁuihe.
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fort of the dancers, and add to the appearance of the
room.
The top of the room is generally opposite the

entrance, in a well-constructed saloon, but there is no
rule as tothat; where the orchestra is placed is mostly

considered the top,'aud very properly so; as we must
have some guide, and that is the simplest I am

acquainted with.
I should not forget to state, that the greatest atten
tion ought to be paid to the choice and selection of
the orchestra, which, if neglected, will destroy the effect
of the best dancers.

The orchestra is of great importance: in playing
dance music, unlike other music, it must be particularly
marked and accented, and not, as is too frequently the

case, played too fast, destroying the success of the
dance, which often depends on the orchestra for the
impression of the performers.
The leader of a quadrille orchestra ought always to
have a metrome at the end of his bow, or more pro
perly speaking, in his head, and pay unremitting

attention to the description of dance being performed,
otherwise all the talent and zeal of the dancer will be
13
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of no avail, as many of the dances arranged in the
same time are of quite a different character, therefore

requiring the music to be played accordingly.
Here it will be necessary to remark, that it is quite
essential the dancer should pay the same attention to
the time, or measure, otherwise the best accented

music may be entirely 10st.
How frequently have I listened to the most beautiful
waltzes, and been obliged to witness several couples
going quite in opposition to the time of the orchestra,
dancing by music, but not to music, as ought to be
the case with every movement in dancing;—the music
is intended to guide, or cause the whole party dancing
simultaneously to make the same movement, so that
two persons dancing in conjunction should have one

and the same movement; the slightest difference in the
one person is immediately perceptible to the other, and
frequently causes contrary motion, which occasions to
the good dancer great inconvenience and displeasure.
Great care should be taken in selecting good music,
for on that depends the enjoyment of the dancer; it
is impossible to be too particular on this point; many
persons exhibiting great awkwardness in dancing,

Ball lBuum Mills.
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without being conscious of the real cause, viz.,

dancing out of time, arising through the music
being played either too fast or

too slow:

the

moment the movements of two persons dancing
together are different, or at variance with the music,

then it ceases to be dancing to music, but must, of
course, be dancing by music.
Having endeavoured to point out the necessity of
the orchestra and the dancer acting as it were
together, to complete any dance in a skilful and
proper manner, giving satisfaction to our partner, and
pleasure to the observer, 1 shall now proceed to
mention a few observations.
On entering the Ball-room, make your obeisance to
the hostess, should it be a private ball.

If at a public

ball, the gentlemen merely conduct their ladies to a
seat.

If you wish an introduction, it is usual to make ap
plication to the M.C.’s, or Stewards, who will seek a
partner for you. In a private party you would ask the
hostess, or some member of the family, to introduce you.
It is not usual for a lady or gentleman to refuse
an invitation to dance, unless there is more than

20
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ordinary objection, and then it must not be pointedly
made.

At a public ball, a lady or gentleman would seek
an introduction, either of some friend, the stewards, or

the M.C.’s (who are answerable for the conduct of the
person introduced), before accepting the invitation.
When a dance is announced, the gentleman should
offer his right arm to the lady, and conduct her to the

top of one of the sets. The practice of bowing at the
commencement of a quadrille has become almost
obsolete.
After concluding a dance, bow or courtsey to your

partner, the gentleman conducting his lady to her
seat, or to the refreshment saloon, unless the lady
refuses to take any.

On retiring to the supper room the gentleman should
conduct his partner on his left arm, that he had the last
dance with, unless having previously made an en
gagement to accompany another lady; in that case it

will be necessarytomention the fact, and excuse himself.
When you retire before the party breaks up, take

carc you do so unobserved (if possible), making your
intentions known only to the hostess or host.

3611!! item 6am.
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' 0n the whiect of Quadn'llea it will be necessary to
make a few remarks with respect to the manner of
executing them. The ﬁrst set takes precedence over
the other dances of the same character, not on account

of its priority, but because it still holds a distinguished
position in the Ball-room.
The quadrilles have become considerably simpliﬁed,
which facilitates the modern treatises on dancing.
The details of the different parts of the quadrilles
willbe fully explained, and their resemblance carefully
pointed out.

It is not usual to make many steps in dancing
quadrilles, the practice has become almost obsolete;
the deportment and graceful attitudes of the body are
indispensable for the ladies, who generally perform
the step of the chaase‘, balances, dzc. dzc.

The gentle

men invariably walk carelessly through it, merely
marking the measure, without appearing to do so.
,_ When a gentleman invites a lady to dance a
quadrille, he should endeavour, if possible, to obtain a
place at the top of the set, and also get a via-d-vis with
whom he is acquainted, so that the spirit of the dancer
may be kept up by a friendly te‘te-ri-téte, and an inter
change of smiles.

22
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In describing the ﬁgures of the quadrilles, it is
difﬁcult to give a correct idea of the manner in which
each particular part should be executed, without, to
some extent, mystifying the form of the ﬁgures; there

fore, I trust, by fully explaining some of the most
essential and most useful parts, to facilitate the ac
quirement of the ﬁgures of the quadrilles.
The mode of performing right and left :—The two
ladies cross over on the inside, turning on their left
foot, with their right shoulder forward. At the same
time the two gentlemen cross over on the outside of
the ladies, turning on their left foot, with right
shoulders forward, but allowing the ladies to pass in
front of them to their places. Repeat this to places'
which will complete what is called right and left.
Set to partner, is always executed in the following
manner, when, and in whatever quadrille it may

happen tobe mentioned, viz.,—
Four walking, chassez, orbalancez, steps tothe right,

and four to the left, then turn partner.
This is the mode of executing what is termed
set to partner.

Ladies' chaine occurs in the First Set, the Parisian,

iBaII Roam (Hum.
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the Caledonians, and also the double ladies’ chaine in
the Lancers' quadrilles, and is thus described :—
The two ladies cross over to the left, giving right
hands, and turning half round in the centre; each
gentleman takes the left hand of the lady advancing
toward him in his left, and turns her round ; this re

peated back to places'will complete ladies’ chaine.
Being part of a ﬁgure frequently used, double ladies
chaine is done in the same way, only by the four

ladies and gentlemen, instead of two.
Promenade, or half promenadez—The gentleman
and his partner should join hands crossed, (or take the
lady as in the waltz position,) and chance over to the
other side, which constitutes half promenade; and
chassezback to places completes the promenade.
L’Eté :—The lady and opposite gentleman advance
four steps, and retire four; chaasez four steps to the

right, and four to the left, cross over facing each other,
chaseez right and left as before, and return to partners_

This is used in the second ﬁgure, and also in the
ﬁnal by some parties.
Set at corners, is the same as setting to partner,

with this difference: you set with the lady on your

24
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left-hand, instead of your partner, as performed in the
Lancers and Caledonians.
Chassez croisez, the ladies pass in front of the
gentlemen to the right and left, 820,
Grand Chaine :—Each gentleman takes the right
hand of his partner in his right; he then presents his
left to the next lady on his right, again his right to
the next lady, his left to the next lady, and lastly his

right to his own lady, giving right and left hands, all
round the ﬁgure alternately. It is executed the same,
only halfway, for the Caledonians.
Lead through the centre is executed thus :—
Leading couple join hands, and cross over inside of
their vis-d—via, who pass on the inside of them, then

they join hands, and the leading couple separate,
crossing over the reverse of the first time.

The same

as in the ﬁrst ﬁgure of the Lancers, and third ﬁgure
of the Caledonians.

BALL-ROOM GUIDE.

QUADRILLES.
Tnrs kind of dance consists of the following ﬁgures
the names of which, and the manner of executing the

same, are most essential to be impressed upon the
mind, viz. :—

LE PANTALON is performed twice; ﬁrst, the top and
bottom couples perform the ﬁgure, and then the side
couples do the same.
L’ETE is performed four times.
LA POULE four times, the same as L'Eté.

La Tsumsn is performed four times; ﬁrst the top
couple perform the ﬁgure; second, the bottom couple ;

third, the couple on the right hand from the top; and
lastly, the fourth or left-hand couple.
LA Pas'rounsnns is performed four times, in the same
manner as La Trenise.

26
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La FINALE is danced four times, in the same man
ner as l’Eté.

The ﬁrst part of the tune is played over prior to the
commencement of each ﬁgure, during which the gen

tlemen and ladies gracefully bow and courtesy to their
partners, and also to the opposite couples.

In dancing the First Set it is usual to omit either
the Trenise or Pastourelle.

first at.
1. Ln PANTALON.—Firsl Figure.—Right and left—
set, and turn partners—ladies’ chain—half promenade,

half right and left.
2. L’Ers.—Second Figure—First lady and opposite
gentleman advance and retire, chassez right and left,
cross over, again chassez right and left, re-cross—set

and turn partners.
3. LA Poona—Third Figure—First lady and
opposite gentleman cross over, giving right hands,
return giving left—then set four in a line—half pro

menade to the opposite side—two advance and retire,
advance faire 1a réve’rence, four advance and retire,

lead partners to their places.
4. LA TBENISE.——F0u7‘th Figure.—The top couple
advance and retire, then advance again, the lady

remaining on the opposite side—the gentleman re

iBaII 281mm Guise.
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tires alone, he then advances between the two ladies,
who are at the same time crossing over, turning round,

each via-d-m's to their partner—then set to partners,
and turn to places.
Second, third, and fourth couples do the same.
LA Purouasnnm—Fourth Figure—Top eou 1e
advance and retire, re-advance, leaving the lady With

the opposite gentleman—who advances and retires twice
with both ladies, and then turns them round to the

opposite gentleman—who also advances and retires
twice; then join hands four, going half round and
retire to opposite places, thenhalf promenade toplaces.
The second, third, and fourth couples do the same.
Finns—Fifth Figura.-—All four couples prome
nade, or galop roundto places—then the top and bottom
couples advance and retire, cross over, repeat the

same to places—ladies’ chain—all couples galop round
as before—then the side couples advance, &c.—ladics’
chain—all the couples galop round as at ﬁrst—then
the top and bottom couple repeat the advance, 8m.—
ladies’ chain-all couples galop round—then side

couples, repeat advance—ladies’ chain—all galop round
__for ﬁnale.
In fashionable society it is danced thus, commencing
with le grand rond :—
All the couples form into a circle, and advance
four steps to the centre ; retire four steps; re-advance
to centre; again retire four steps—then dance double
l’Eté—Ladies’ chain—all join hands, advance four

28
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steps, retire four, re-advance towards the centre, retire

four steps—re at double l'Eté—ladies’ chain—all
join hands, a vance four steps towards the centre,
retire four steps, re-advance toward the centre, retire

four steps—repeat double l’Eté—ladies' chain—all
join hands, and advance in a circle, as before—double

l’Eté—ladies' chain—all join hands as before—double
l’Eté-ladies’ chain; all join hands in circle, as before,

for ﬁnale.

(tulrimuiunz.
1. The ﬁrst and opposite couples hands across round
to the right, and back to places-balancez, or set and

turn partners—ladies' chain—half promenade, half
right and left.
Side couples repeat this ﬁgure.
2. The top gentlemen advance and retire twice—all
four couples set at corners, each lady taking the place
of the lady on her right hand—all promenade quite
round.
_
The bottom, right, and left hand gentlemen repeat
the same, when all will regain their partners.
3. The top lady and opposite gentleman advance
and

retire

twice—top couple cross over holding

hands, while the opposite couple cross on the
outside of them; then the same reversed back to

Ball Ru um 43111112.
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places—all set at corners, turn and resume partners—
all advance and retire twice. in a circle with hands

joined.
’
Repeated by the other three couples.
4. The ﬁrst lady and opposite gentleman advance
and stop; their partners then do the same and turn to
places—all four ladies move to the right, each into
the other’s place ; then all four gentlemen to the left,

each into the other's place— again ladies to the
right, and gentlemen to the left—promenade and turn
partners.

The other three couples repeat this ﬁgure.

‘

5. The top couple promenade round inside the
ﬁgure—then the four ladies advance to the centre,
giving right hands, and retire; the four gentlemen do
the same—all set to artners and turn—grand chain

half round—promenade to places and turn partners-—
all chassez croisez.
Repeated by the other three couples.
Promenade for Finale.
The Caledonians have not been so popular of late, on
account of its requiring not less than eight persons,
or four couples, to form the ﬁgure, thereby making it
impracticable, unless a great number of the party feel
disposed to dance this quadrille. The author has
arranged a new set, in which two couples may perform

the ﬁgure (the same as in the Parisian Quadrille),
making those alterations only to suit two couples

30
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instead of four; also modernising to the present
fashion of dancing, and having named them

3311 engine tulrimninua
(This is Copyright.)
Top and bottom couples form in lines, as in Parisian
Quadrille.

1. The top and opposite couples advance hands
across, and back—set to partners, and turn—ladies’

chain-half promenade, half right and left : this is the
ﬁrst ﬁgure once through.
2. The top and opposite couples advance, retire,
re-advance, crossing over to opposite

laces—the bot

tom gentleman balancez to the top la y, and the bot
tom lady to the top gentleman, each lady changing her
partner : having changed partners, both couples prome

nade quite round; this ﬁgure repeated, each couple
will regain their partners, and thatwill ﬁnish the ﬁgure.
3. The top lady and Opposite gentleman advance,

retire, re-advance, and dos-d-dos—top cou 1e lead over g
on the inside, whilst the opposite coup e cross over
outside them; the same reversed—set to partners and
turn—ladies’ chain.

The bottom couple repeat the same.
4. Top lady and opposite gentleman advance and
stop: their partners do the same—both couples turn

QBaIl Boom QEuihz.
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partners to places-right and left—hands four quite
round— romenade and turn partners to opposite
places.
peat this ﬁgure, and each couple willretum
to their places.
5. The top couple promenade round inside the
ﬁgure—the two ladies advance, offering right hands;
the two gentlemen do the same—both couples set to
partners, and turn—ladies' chain-half right and left—

half promenade—the bottom couple repeat this, and all
promenade for ﬁnak.
Chassez croisez with the opposite lady.

"Eh: Iunrirn.
The Lancers Quadrille is frequently danced at the
present time, and is likely to become more fashionable
this season, through its being so popular the last. The
popularity they have gained so recently, I think may
be fairly attributed to the introduction of a new set of

Lancers written by D'Albert, whose compositions
seldom fail to fascinate the terpischorean community.

‘ . The ﬁrst part of the third ﬁgure should not be
danced too hastily, but rather gracefully, waiting due
time for the pause, which should be held about the
length of the two bars.

it is a very elegant quadrille, and ought to take a
place with the First Set. sometimes called Payne’s: the

description of the ﬁgures are as follows :—
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1. The leading lady and opposite gentleman ad

vance and retire, re-advance, an turn—~hands joined,
retiring to places—the top couple hands joined cross

over inside, while the opposite couple cross on the
outside; the top couple separate and cross outside,
while the other couple cross on the inside hands
joined—all four couples set at corners.

Then the second, third, and fourth couples, repeat
this ﬁgure, making four times in all.
2. The ﬁrst couple advance and retire, the gentle
man holding the lady’s left hand; they re-advance,

and the lady remains in the centre of the ﬁgure—then
set and turn to places—side couples separate, and join
top and bottom lines. All advance and retire in lines,
and turn partners to places.
The other couples do the same.
3. The leading lady advances, and stops; the
opposite gentleman does the same—the lady retires,
facing her partner, the gentleman does the same-four
ladies right hands across, then repeat left hands across
and. turn partners.
To be repeated by the other three couples.

4. The top gentleman takes his partner by the left
hand, they advance to the couple on their right, and ‘
(fait la réue'rence,) then pass to the fourth couple, and
fail la révérence—then all four chassez croissez—and

return to places—top and bottom couples right and
left.
The second, third, and fourth couples do the same.

1
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5. This ﬁgure is invariably commenced with three
chords of the music.
Each gentleman gives his right hand to the right

hand of his partner, and then presents his left to the
left of the next lady, &c. &c., forming what is called

grand chain—the top couple promenade inside the
ﬁgure—return to places, with faces turned outside the
ﬁgure; the side couples fall in behind them, the
bottom couple remain as they were, forming two lines
—they all chassez croiscz—the ladies then turn to the
right, and the gentleman to the left, they meet

at the bottom, and pass up the centre to places—the
four ladies join hands,the four gentlemen do the same,
facing theirpartners—all advance, and retire, and each
turn partners to places—grand chain.

The second, third, and fourth couples repeat this,
including the grand chain each time.
And grand promenade for Finale.

mennrku enuhrillr.
Description of the ﬁgures of tlw Mazourka Quadrillc.

The dancers of this elegant and graceful Mazourka
form, as in other quadrilles, four couples, during the

ﬁrst eight bars of the music; they should join hands
and form themselves into a circle ; then commence by

taking(fourbars) to thcleft, and (fourbarsﬂotheri ht;
all advance hands joincdto thecentre ol'the circle four
C
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bars) ; then retire to the extent of the circle, four bars ;
again take four bars to the left, and (four bars) to the
right.
FIRST FIGURE

The top and bottom couples make chaine
Anglaise right and left (eight bars) ; top and bottom
couple advance, the two ladies crossing over, the
two gentlemen making a sort of chain by giving their

left arms crossed at the elbow, and turn rapidly,
which causes a change of ladies; then the gentleman
makes a tour forward to his place with the lady he
has joined; they repeat the ﬁgure, and the ladies return
to their places (sixteen bars).

Side couple then perform the same ﬁgure.
Figure Two.-— This ﬁgure must commence with
the music ; top and bottom gentlemen take their ladies
by the hand, advance (four bars), retire (four bars),
re-advance, and cross to the opposite side (eight bars) ;

repeat this ﬁgure to return to opposite places (sixteen
bars).

The side couples then perform the whole of this
ﬁgure, commencing with the music, occupying thirty
two bars.

Figure Thea—Rest ﬁrst eight bars ; top and bottom
ladies cross over (four bars) ; re-cross, giving left hands;
the gentlemen give the right hand to the right hand
of their partners, placing the left round their waist
(four bars) ; the two couples make a halfturn to change
places, the ladies still holding each other’s left hand
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(four bars); the gentlemen, without quitting the waist
of their partners, make a tour forward over to their
own places (four bars), then right hands across and per
form a whole round (eight bars) ; repeat the whole of
this ﬁgure again, omitting the hands across, which
will complete the parts for the top and bottom (in all
forty-eight bars) ; the side couples then do the same.
F2" are Faun—Rest eight bars of music; the top
gent eman takes his partner, and makes a tour round
inside the ﬁgure, ﬁnishing near the opposite lady

(eight bans), whose left hand he takes in his left, the
lady giving her right hand behind the gentleman to
the other lady ; thus in this position they retire (four

bars), then advance (four bars); the gentleman then
stoops and passes under the arms of the two ladies,
Whose hands being united behind will be crossed with
those of the gentleman; the two ladies and gentleman
in this position make a tour to the right (four bars),
and then to the left (four bars), leaving the lady with
her partner toperforrn apetit tour, while the other lady
and gentleman return to their places (ei ht bars); this
ﬁgure is repeated by the bottom gent eman in like
manner (thirty—two bars) ; the side couple do the same
(seventy-two bars).

Figure Five—Commence with the music, top and
opposite couples half right and left; the gentlemen
then pass their arms round the waist of the ladies
‘ make a tour (eight bars); again right and left etit
tour to places (eight bars), join hands four, ma e a

tour to the loft (four bars); to the right (four bars);
1 again to the left (four bars); tour to places (four bars) ;
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side couples repeatthe same ﬁgure; Finale Grand Bond
to the left, then to the right, again to the left, and then
to the right, then tour round the room in couples
(thirty-two bars).
y

ﬁuriziuu dbuuhrillr.
The Parisian Quadn'lle has not been patronized
much in the private Ball Room, and for this reason, it

has been adopted in public establishments, which has
caused some persons to be prejudiced against it;
whether they ought to feel any objection to admitting
it in private, is not for meto say; but it certainly makes
a very pretty short quadrille when danced properly,

varying but little with the First Set, being only half as
much, consequently taking only half the time to
perform.

Couples form in top and bottom lines, and perform
the following ﬁgures :
1. The top and via-(Luis couples right and left—set
and turn partners—ladies’ chain—half promenade,
half right and left.
'

2. The top and opposite couples advance and retire,
resdvanee, cross over, repeat the same, as in double

l’Eté -set to partners an turn- repeat thewhole once
more.

3. Top lady and opposite gentleman cross over, giving
right hands, re-cross, giving left—form in a line;
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balancez four in aline—and half promenade to opposite
side—en avant deux ; then en avant guatre-promenade
to places.

Repeat this once more.
4. The top couple advance and retire, advance
again , leaving the ladywith the opposite gentleman, who
advances and retires with both ladies; then rc-advances

and leaves the two ladies with the opposite gentleman,
who advances with both ladies in like manner—all
join hands and make a demi tour 6 guatre; promenade to
opposite sides, half right and left to places.
The whole of this repeated.
5. Ladies' chain—double l’Eté—set to, and turn
partners—repeat ladies' chain—double l'Eté—sct to

partners and turn—promenade for ﬁnale.

itnnui! Quartz.
On the subject of the round dances, it may not be
impolitic to make a few remarks on the manner of
execution, and similarity existing between them, not
only as regards the steps, but as respects the ﬁgure or
course that should be adopted, for the easy and

' graceful performance of every round dance.
The performer on setting out to dance a round
dance, should make a point of commencing at a proper
part of the music, as the commencement of the ﬁrst
part of every round dance is governed by the same

88
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principles—the music being adapted for each step in its
proper place.
I do not mean to say you cannot make a Waltz or
Polka step to any bar of music, written in \Valtz or
Polka time, but what I wish to be clearly understood
is, that you should not begin any of the round dances
in the middle of a phrase of music, as we must

call it for the sake of explanation; for if you
do, you will most probably ﬁnd you are using the left
foot when you should be using the right; in other
words, you should avoid beginning on the second,third,

0r sixth, and seventh bars of the music, presuming it
to be an eight bar phrase, but, as a rule, commence
with the ﬁrst bar; if it should happen you were not

quite prepared in time, then avail yourself of the
ﬁfth bar, which will bring you as correct as if you had
started with the ﬁrst bar: it is only at these points

that a change can be properly effected, to the back
ward, forward, or reverse turn movements, so called.

Having endeavoured to make plain the principles
which govern the starting of all round dances, whether
Polka, Valse, Sehottische, Redowa, or Galop, I will

now describe the course that should, if possible, be
pursued by every Cavalier. Of course he would con

duct his lady to the right hand side of the top or
bottom of the room, and commence by making a tour

round the room, taking as large a circle as circum
stances will permit; then at pleasure make the back
ward, forward, or reverse turn, observing the above
rule. Should you be conﬁned to space, through the
room being over-crowded, do not leave off the step,

but remain in position, keeping up the motion until
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the crowd disperses suﬂioiently, that you may again
make your tour as before.

The observation of these rules will be found to facili
tate the round dances, and give to the dancers a ﬁrm
footing, should a trip or collision overtake them,

thereby preventing a fall, or stopping short in the mid
dle of a dance through either of the above causes.

@112 Zionlku
Has been the most popular dance ever introduced
into this country. It made its appearance about ten
years ago, and spread with great rapidity over all parts
of England.
The origin of the Polka is generally supposed to be

an ancient Scythian dance,being known and practised
for many years in the northern countries of Europe.
Although there are many steps belonging to the

Polka, there is only one recognised by the fashionable
world; the diﬁ'erent styles of dancing this one step
(many of which are exceedingly vulgar) would seem
to indicate the prevalence of a great number.
The music ofthe polka is arranged in two four-time,
which signiﬁes two-fourths of a semibreve, or, in other
words, four quavers, or eight semiquavers in the bar;
the actual step of thc polka only occupies or partakcs
of three-fourths of the bar, three quavers in value;

but the fourth quaver is used as a rest, _or preparation
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ofthe next bar; I mean, by preparation, that the dancer
should raise the heel off the ground, with the ball of
the foot on the ground, ready to perform its part when
called upon ; having the one foot prepared, we must then
slide the other foot in a slanting direction to the left,

if for the left foot—to the right if for the right foot;
observing that we take the value of one quaver only ;
then we must jete', or jump on the other foot, taking
one quaver, being the second in the bar; after which,
jete’ or jump on the other foot the value of one quaver,
being the third quaver of the bar; the preparation is

then made by the other foot, also occupying the value
of one quavcr, being the fourth or last quaver in the

bar, completing one perfect bar; showing the necessity
of making every movement in the polka exactly on

the note that it is intended for ; it matters little
whether it is a crotchet, a dotted crotchet, a quaver, or
semiquavers, at the beginning of the bar; the value for
each step or movement is but the one quaver, con
sequently it must be observed by the practitioner, that
only the exact value of one quavcr be given to each
part of the step, there being three parts for the step,

and one part for the rest, pause, or preparation, in
every bar.

Whether the polka be played slow or fast, it makes
no difference to the actual value of each particular
part of the steps contained in every bar, but would

decrease or increase the speed or motion ; therefore
showing, that where graceful and elegant movements
are required, it is useless to play the music faster than
was originally intended; as it cannot be expected that

We can perform things contrary to the rules and
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_ principles of Nature, she being our best guide; Art being
only her assistant.
The best dancers always dance in a smooth, easy, and
quiet style; it is considered bad taste, andI think the

reader will admit, very unsightly, to rush and romp
about the room, regardless of knocking against any
other couple; a tour should be made round the room,

making a change to the backward, forward, or reverse
movement, at a proper part of the music.

The position for the polka should be quite free and
graceful; each person being independent of the other,
the gentleman’s hand passed round the waistof the lady,
holding her ﬁrm, but perfectly free; then he should
take her right hand in his left, raising the arms in
an easy and graceful manner; the lady should place

her left hand on the right shoulder of the gentleman,
her face inclined to the leﬂz.
The Cavalier has the privilege of forming what
ﬁgure he pleases, varying it according to fancy.

It is indispensable to commence with the ﬁrst note
of the bar, at whatever part of the music you may
happen to begin, either at the ﬁrst, ﬁfth, or ninth

bar, &e.; by observing this rule, it is surprising how
much more easy and graceful the dancing appears.
FOR THE LEFT room—Spring slightly on the right
feet, at the same time sliding the left foot forward, in
a. diagonal position; the right foot is brought up to
the left with a jete‘ or hop; then to the left jete' again,

with the left foot.
FOR THE aren'r room—Spring on the left foot, at
the same time sliding the right foot in a diagonal
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direction; the left foot is brought up to the right with v
a jete’ or hop, then to the right jete’ again with the
right foot.

@br intuitirrbr.
Amongst the new danceswhich havebeen introduced,

the Sehottische appears to have had its shareofpatron
age; nor can we feel su rised at this, when we remark

its simplicity, its graeefiii movements, its pleasing style
of music, &c.

The Schottische partakes of the polka step; for the
ﬁrst part, performed much slower, and consequently

more graceful than the polka itself. The ﬁrst step with
the left foot :—-Spring slightly on the right feet, at the

same time sliding the left foot forward. Bring the
right foot up to the left, with a jeté or hop, then hop

on the left feet. This occupies three quavers of the
ﬁrst bar, and rest one quaver, which make up the bar.
The ﬁrst step with the right foot:-Spring slightlyon
the left feet, at the same time sliding the right foot
forward. Bring the left foot up to the right, with a
jete' or hop, then hop on the right foot, with one quaver

rest, which serves for the preparation, or spring slightly
on the feet at the beginning of each bar.
The second step is the hop, which is made by
hopping from one foot to the other, commencing with
\
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the left foot, turning a semicircle on to the right foot;
again on to the left foot, and again on to the right
foot, being then prepared to repeat the ﬁrst step.
The music consists of two bars for the left and right

feet, and two bars for the four hops, which must be
made at every half bar.

at» 451111111
Is one of the most favourite and exciting dances
now in fashion; it has reigned nearly a quarter of a

century, and will still predominate in La Dame
de Sociéte’.

It is easily acquired; the principal requisite is a good
ear for music, which absolutely must be marked, or the

performer will fail to complete his galop.
It may be danced by any number of couples; the
step is that of the chassez, with the right or left i
foot forward or backward, as circumstances may

will it; the gentleman always commences with his
left foot ﬁrst, the lady of course m'ce tend, making
a tour at pleasure with eight sliding steps and half
turn. The most graceful mode of dancing the
Galop is merely to make four walking steps
forward, then glide into the valse & deuz temps, or
circular galop, taking great care to incline the body

slightly, to facilitate the turning : it will also assist in
preventing collisions.
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Is a dance in three times, stately in its manner;
couples revolving round and round, all following in

one direction, commencing from the right side of the
bottom of the room, on the right side from the to . The
system of waltzing has entirely changed these t few
years; there are few waltzers that adhere to the old

Valse, as it is not of so varying acharacter; it does not
admit of the reverse turn, backward, and forward move
ments, &c. It was with some difficulty that a couple
could waltz for any length of time without becoming

giddy,-that is partly why we may account for the
adoption of

din mln a trait @empr.
This dance, universally called the Old Waltz,
has, since the introduction of the Valre ri Deuz Temps,
entirely changed its form, many renouncing the old
fashion of wheeling round and round in one direction;
rotary movements being decidedly monotonous, with

out being susceptible to the reverse turn, backward or
forward movements; consequently, most persons be

come giddy with the motion in a few minutes; and
thus may we account for the patronage so universally
bestowed on the Valse 1i Deux Temps.

In speaking of the Valae d Troia Temps, however, we
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should regret to see it entirely abandoned; moreover,
it has still many patrons, and will always hold
a place in a great number of assemblies; executed
with precision, and without aﬁ'ectation, it forms an
agreeable change with its rival. It may be as well to
know its principles, even should we but rarely require it.
The step is, nevertheless, a. very useful one, and
will always be found a desirable exercise, being of
great assistance to those dances which require ﬂexi
bility of motion.

With regard to the term used— Valae 12 Dem: 014
'Trois Temps, it is amatter of opinion whether or no it
should not have been steps or parts, instead of times,
according to the division; it would have saved much
confusion

and misapprehension; the time merely

accenting the steps; consequently, it would be Valse
6 Dem: ou Trails Pas, instead of deua: ou trois temps.
One great disadvantage is the want of understanding
between the Cavalier and his partner, the lady

frequently holding herself as distant as possible from
her partner, throwing

herself back,

and

seems

struggling to get away from him, which of course is
a great inconvenience to the waltzer, and has con

tributed to the abandonment of the Old Waltz.
However, while persons will waltz according to their
own notions, or copy a bad style without receiving
instructions from a master, we cannot but expect to

see the different contortions of the body, exaggerated
attitudes, &c., and turning ﬂat footed on the heel like
an automaton.

'

The position for the Va'se 12 Trois Taupe :—The
gentleman places himself opposite his partner, pcrfectly
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upright, but not rigid; the gentleman taking the
right hand of the lady in his left, places the
right arm round her waist, pressing but lightly against
the waist of the lady, but holding the arm firm in the
form of an arc of circle, preserving that suppleness and
elasticity so necessary to the waltzer.
The lady that would be a great waltzer should be
very careful not to throw or incline the body away
from her partner; neither would it be proper for her
to get too close, or adhere in any way to her artner,
as it then becomes an inconvenience, and is a so un
sightly. The lady, although attached to the gentleman
by the right hand and the left shoulder, nevertheless
must be quite a free agent, merely waltzing in front
of her partner, without depending in the slightest
degree on her Cavalier.
The lady commences with the right foot, and the
entlcman with the left. The step of the gentleman
rs made by sliding diagonally the left foot-this is the

time of one crotchet. He then slides his right foot
backward, bringing it a little behind the left, the toes
always to the ground, and the heels slightly raised—
this occupies the second crotchet.

He then turns upon his toes, so as to bring the right
foot forward in the third position; he then slides his

right foot out, slightly turning to the right; slide the
left foot forward, and then turn on both feet, ﬁnishing

with the right foot forward.
the lady.

The same reversed for
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Contains three times, like the Old Waltz, only
they are otherwise divided. The ﬁrst movement

consists of a glissade, or sliding step; the second is a
chassez, or quick turn on the opposite foot, including as
it were two movements in one; thus the glissade 0r
sliding step occupies one part of the music, and the
chassez the other part, makingup the bar of the music,
which is called three-four time, signifying three-fourths
of a, semibrive to a bar; but the waltz itself is accented
in two times: hence its name. There are hundreds of
persons who are dancing nightly, who may imagine
they are dancing the dew: temp: ; but through being
badly taught or copying the wrong style, it is a mere

violation of the original. The deux [em 3 should be
well practised, so that the couples may glide smoothly
over the ﬂoor, scarcely raising the feet from it the
whole time, but adhere, as it were, to the ﬂoor. Great

attention should be paid to the deportment and
elegance of the movements, to avoid jumping, thrusting
the arms out straight, or raising them up and down
like apump handle. The dam: temp: is very fatiguing,

and should not be danced too long without resting for
a moment or two, so as not to take from it the grace

and elegance it requires, making it a labour. The
gentleman should take the lady’s right hand in his left,
and pass his right arm round the lady’s waist. The
gentleman slides his foot to the left, drawing the right
foot up; then move the leftto the hack of the right, using

the little chassez, which will turnhim quite round; the
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lady commenceswith a glissade, with the right footto
the right performing the chassez also; then continue.
There is another mode of dancing the dew: temps
something after the style of the French three time
Valse, being three steps in the ban—slide the left foot
a little, bring the right foot up to the left—a sort of
walking step—then move the left foot to the left,
making one bar. The same for the right foot reversed.
It should be accented the same as a dam: temps,
although the step is like three walking steps each
way: it must be accented as though it were in two
instead of three times.

an éimnitb 33mm, nr wait},
As it is more frequently called, is generally danced
once during the evening, but seldom more at the pre
sent timc; in olden times this was the most favourite
dance of the evening, it has now given place to some
of the morefashionable dances. The manner of arrang

ing the dancers for this Waltz varies; but from
my long experience the only method that I can ad
vise to be the best and shortest, is the arrange
ment described below, so that the whole of the sets

may dance from the beginning to the end without any
waiting for couples; in this way thirteen or ﬁfteen
minutes being sufficient time for four or ﬁve hundred

persons to dance. ll rests with the gentlemen masters
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of the ceremonies; or stewards, whether they will form
the sets in a circle, or in straight lines; it will not
in the least affect the manner of arranging the sets
together. Place the ﬁrst couple at the top of the line,
or circle, place the next couple vis-ri-vis to them, then

the next couple place back to back with second cou
ple; the next couple ois-d-via to them, again a couple
back toback with the fourth couple, and another couple
to vis-d-vis them, and so on until the circle or lines are

completed.
DESCRIPTION OF FIGURE .

The ﬁrst couple advance and retire with a waltz step,
and change places with their via-d-vis, then each gen

tleman and partner advance and retire, and exchange
places, waltz step—again the ﬁrst couple advance and
retire, and change places with their vis'd-vis,‘ again
each gentleman and partner advance and retire, and ex
change places, waltz step—join hands four, advance to

wards the centre and retire waltz step—each gentleman
passes the opposite lady on his right—join hands four,
advance towards the centre, and retire ; each gentleman

passes his partner on his right—join hands four again,
advance towards the centre, and retire, each gentleman
passing the opposite lady on his right—join hands four,
advance towards the centre, and retire—and each
gentleman takes his partner and waltzes or pousettes

round each other twice, or (sixteen bars of the music)
recommencing with the uis-d-vis couple from the next
set: the same all through the sets.
D
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This graceful and elegant dance was arranged by
M. Cellarius, of Paris, from the Mazourka Quadrille.

He has selected three of the best Mazourka steps to this
Valse, but it is seldom that more than the ﬁrst is
used.
The Cellar-ins, when ﬁrst introduced, was a
great favourite with the Terpsichorean world, but the

quick dances have entirely overthrown it.
Step 1. Sprin on the right foot, at the same time
sliding the left Foot forward, and hop (one bar) ; spring
on the left, at the same time sliding the right foot
forward and hop (one bar); the same step reversed for
the lady.

Step 2. Spring on the right foot, same time strike both
heels together, glissade with the left foot, then bring
the right foot up to the left with a hop, spring on the
left foot, same time striking both heels together; slide
with the right foot, then bring the left foot up to the
right with a hop; this step for the lady reversed.

Step 3. Hop on the right foot, at the same time sliding
the left foot to theleft, then hop, bringing the right foot

up behind to the left foot, spring on the left foot, same
time sliding right foot to the right, then hop, bringing

the left foot up behind to the right foot; the lady's
step the same reversed.

ItPlIHIIIlI.
The position for the Redowa is the same as for the
Waltz, and, as in all other round dances, couples may
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turn either left, right, forward, or backward, as the
Cavalier may please; it is better to make as large a
tour as possible, round the room, to prevent collisions,
through too many collecting near the centre of the

room.
The step of the Redowa is very easy; it is setto music
in three-four time of a Mazourka character—a Pas de

Basque Polonnaise .' the step should be well marked. ’
THE STEP.

This Valse consists of two movements,

viz., the forward, and backward. The ﬁrst is performed
by passing theright foot forward, at the same time rising

slightly on the left and bringing forward your left foot,
slightly bending the right knee; then the right foot,

is brought up to the left, then immediately rise
slightly, and so continue the same step: your partner
must at the same time perform the backward step, viz.,

rise on the left foot, bending at the same time the
knee, and passing the right foot backwards ; then
bring the left foot up to the right foot, rising on the
left, and so continue.
_.___.

Eu Jiurrulhtuinr.
This dance is either formed into a circle or grand
square, at convenience.

The gentleman taking his

partner round the waist with his right hand, the lady's
left hand on his shoulder, then march eight bars,

commencing with contrary feet, chassez eight bars,
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bringin forward the back foot at every fourth measure;
then wa k sixteen bars; the gentleman now takes both
hands of his partner, and chassez three bars across the
room; at the fourth bar they make one beat and rest;
the same back to places, and repeat; the gentleman
then turns his lady four bars; to the left and back, four

bars; to the right, and repeat the turns. The figure is
composed of the Brisé step, forward and turn.

$11 tiaranniuuu
Is at the present time one of the most popular dances
eVer introduced, and, although not patronised by the
aristocracy, is, nevertheless, avery graceful and elegant

dance, and of the Mazourka character,.departing only
from the Mazourka at the pause, which should not be
too long, or in any way extravagant, but should be done
like the battement from behind, with heel raised slightly
from the ground.

I will describe the steps, as right

foot, and left foot, observing that the lady will perform
with the right foot ﬁrst, and the gentleman with the
left foot ﬁrst.
STEP FOR. nron'r room—Slide the right foot side

ways; bring the left foot up to the right, springing
slightly on it; then put the right foot to the ground
(one bar); then bring the heel of the left foot close
up to the right, and pass it from behind, similar to the

battement to the side; this will form the pause
(second bar).
. w. w
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Sum» ron LEFT room—Slide the left 'foot sideways,
bring the right foot up to the left, springing slightly
on it, then put the left foot to the ground (one bar);

then bring the heel of the right foot close up to the
left, and pass it from behind, similar to the battemnt
to the side; this will form the pause (second bar).
Each of these steps are made eight times alternately
(sixteen bars).

This is called the ﬁrst step.
STEP FOR RIGHT soon—Slide the right foot to the
side, bringing the left foot up to the right, then hop on
the left foot, at the same time, pass the right foot in
front of the left, just about the anele, as in the little
battement; this is repeated, precisely the same, which

will make two bars; then the ﬁrst step two bars ; all this
is with the right foot.
STEP FOR LEFT room—Slide the left foot to the
side—bringing the right foot up to the left—then hop
on the right foot, at the same time pass the left foot
in front of the right, just above the ancle, as in the

little battenwnt ; then repeat again (two bars); then
the ﬁrst two bars from the ﬁrst stop; all this with
left foot; each foot to be repeated four times.
This is called the second step, and is after the style
of a. Polka Mazourka.
Then repeat, eight times, the ﬁrst step; after

which the third step, or Bedows.
,
From the third position (right foot in front) spring
slightly on the right feet, at the same time move the left
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foot to the left; then bring the right foot up to the
left; again move the left foot to the left, the right
closing up to the left, to form the position for the next.
STEP ron mom" roor.—~Being now in the third
position (with left foot in front) spring slightly on the

left foot; at the same time move the right foot to the
right, brin 'ng the left foot up to the left; then move
the right oot to the right, the leﬂs closing up to the
right, to form the position as before; each foot occu
pying one bar.

This third step is danced (sixteen bars), then return
to the ﬁrst step, dzc.
Sometimes the second step is danced thus :—Three
bars of the Redowa, and pass the foot from behind,
making a. pause (four bars) instead of the second step.

oh» wait; @ntillnu
Is danced by four couples, placed the same as in the
Quadrille—the lady on the gentleman’s right hand.
THE FIGURE

The top couple waltzes round inside the ﬁgure
to places (eight bars); the top and opposite ladies waltz
over (eight bars); the top and opposite gentlemen do
the same(eight bars). The side ladies waltz over (eight
bars); then the side gentlemen do the same (eightbars);

Ball am this».
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each gentleman then takes his partner's left hand in his
right, and performs a grands chains with a waltz step
(thirty-two bars).
Side couples separate, join hands with top and bottom
couples forming lines; advance and retire; re-advance
and cross over; advance and retire twice, then cross

over to places (sixteen bars); all four couples waltz
round to their places (sixteen bars).
The whole of this ﬁgure repeated three times, the
bottom couple leading off the second time, the right
hand side couple the third time, and the left hand
couple the last time.

émtrh ital.
This lively and characteristic dance is mostly per
formed at Her Majesty’s state balls. The patrons of
this truly national dance are so indefatigable that they

get quite intoxicated, and throw their arms and feet
in the air, snap their ﬁngers, and screech out with
enthusiasm. The music should be played by a piper.
The ﬁgure is danced by four—two ladies and two gen
tlemen, formed in a line; the two ladies in the centre,

commencing with achain, until each gentleman regains
his place; the ladies facing the gentlemen, then set to

each other, the gentlemen performing the most difficult
and quick steps, the ladies dancing quietly (eight bars);

5.6
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then-return 90' the chain again: this is called the
four-handed _reel._ _
_

v @b? %igl]luuh ital.
This dance is arranged by parties of three, in dou
ble lines—a lady between each two gentlemen. They
advance and retire; each lady performs the reel with

the gentleman on her right hand, the opposite gentle
men remain in their places; hands three round and
back; all six advance and retire, then lead through
to the next trio, and continue the ﬁgure to the end of

the room.

(turning Emma
Are not so much patronised in fashionable assemblies

as they were a few years back, but they are not entirely
deserted; there are a. great number of ﬁgures, but I
shall not take notice of more than four: the ﬁrst is
the Mescolanzes.

This will be found a very pretty and rather graceful
dance, as it does not admit of so much romping as
most of the country dances.

Ball Ruum 611x112.
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Aanmcnmnu'rs on- THE FIGURE.——TWO gentlemen
with their partners on the inside form four in aline;

so that the gentlemen are on the outside across the room,
then two couples uis-d-via them in like manner; the
next line of four to stand back to back with the second
line; and another line of four to vis-d-ois them, and so
on to the end of the line.
Top and via-zi-vis lines advance, retire, re-advance,
cross over; advance, retire, re-cross to places (eight

bars)——then the four ladies’. right hands across and back
(eight bars)—then give left hand to the left hand of

their partner, thus set or balancez in double lines (eight
bars)—-then each gentleman takes his lady, promenades
or galops round to places; separate, form in lines,
thread through, and commence the ﬁgure again with
the next line that will face you.
The whole of the sets dance at one time.

The music should be of a light character and must
be a four part tune, of eightbars each; set in two— four
time is preferable.

ennnim; Bum—main: 911mm
ABBANOEMENT.—Th680 are formed in two lines, the
ladies on the left hand side from the top, the gentlemen
on the right from the top; the top and every fourth

couple reverse sides, to commence the ﬁgure, all at
one time.
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THE FIGURE.

Hands across and back (eight bars); chassez down
the middle, chassez up again (eight bars); and
poussette (eight bars).

in Zingrr in: tunrlrq.
The company form in two lines; ladies on the left
from the top, the gentlemen on the right side; all
advance in lines; retire, advance, cross over (eight
bars)—re-advance, retire, advance, and cross over,

(eight bars)—this part is not often used.
It is mostly commenced with—

Top lady and bottom gentleman advance to each
other, retire to places, then top gentleman and bottom
lady repeat the same—top lady and bottom gentleman
re-advance and give right hands, pass round each other,
retire to places, bottom lady and top gentleman do the
same.
The next ﬁgure is generally omitted, viz.,.
I Top lady gives her right hand to her partner, and
passes behind the next two gentlemen, at the same
time the top gentleman passes behind the two top ladies;
they both cross the line, the lady giving her left hand
to her partner, and passing behind the next two ladies;

same time the gentleman passes behind the next two

iﬁall 33mm Gum.
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gentlemen, and this is repeated until they reach the
ottom of the line. The gentleman takes his partner by

the hand and leads her to the top of the line.
They then cast off, ladies to the right, gentlemen to

the left, all following each other to the bottom of the
line, where the ﬁrst couple join hands, forming an arch,
and remain at the bottom, the other couples passing

under their arched arms, until they all arrive in their
places: the ﬁgure may be repeated ad libitum.

To sit down, and rise gracefully from your seat, is
of great importance to persons moving in good society.
It has a very awkward appearance to see persons bend
forward on quitting or taking their seats, or in making

a sudden movement, which may cause them to come
in collision with some object that otherwise would
have been quite out of their way; accidents more
frequently occur from making movements too hastily

than otherwise. The proper way to sit down, is after
the style of the courtsey, by bending on the foot that

is before, and retiring on that behind—such is the
manner of taking a seat.
To rise from the seat, the persons should raise them
selves by the assistance of the foot behind, observing
that the body be not bent forward.

361111 (1511125 tbr 3111211521.
This lively dance, being so popular in fashionable
circles, must not pass unnoticed, particularly durmg
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the Christmas holidays. Its similarity to the Country

Dance renders it useful to take the place of the latter,
and makes as spirited a ﬁnale as Sir Roger de Coverley,

Each gentleman places his partner opposite to him,
the ladies forming one row, and the gentlemen the
other, the same as the Country Dance.
The ﬁrst lady and gentleman advance and retire

within the rows, occupyingfour bars; then advance and
retire outside the row, returning in the same time.
Then form in a circle of three by joining hands with
one of the partners nearest to them in the line or rows

(either lady or gentleman,) turning once quite round
to the right, and then returning to the left.

APter

which, the lady or gentleman, selected for the circle
of three, passes quickly under the arms of the lady
and gentleman, fonning the part of the circle of three,
each one resuming their place in the rows, repeating

the ﬁgure with the next couple, and so continue until
it has been danced long enough.

To save time, every fourth couple may commence
at the same time, performing the ﬁgure as described
above, all the ladies and gentlemen resuming their

places in the rows after going once through the ﬁgure,
keeping pace with the music.

2L dBlumzmrq
OF TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN QUADRILLE DANCING

A was plat-ea—To your places.
Assemblée.—A step generally following the chasse a
jcté,

Assortiment du Quadrille.——A set of Quadrilles.
Bahama—Set to partners.

Balancez d 110.: dams.—Gouplcs set to partners.
Balancez guatre en Ziyne.-—Set four in a line.
Balancez quatre sans Quilter les mains.—Four set in a
line without quitting hands.
Balancez, et tour de fruit—Set and and turn all eight.
Battement.——A very useful set in dancing.

Balance: en rand —-Hands joined and set in a circle.
Balancez en Moulinet.—Right hands across and set
in form of a turnstile.
Cavaliers.—The gentlemen.
Cuualier.—Onc gentleman.
Ohaine Anglaisc.'—Right and left
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Chaim den damea—Ladics’ chain.
Chaasez Graham—Change places with partners, ladies
passing in front of gentlemen, and back to their places.

Chassez ri droit et 12 gauche—Move to the right and left.
C'lzaz‘ne des domes double.-- Double ladies' chain, per

formed by all the ladies at the same time.
Centre partie pour les autrea.—The counterpart for the
others.

Demie chaine Anglac'se.—Half right and left.
Demie promenade—Half promenade.
Dos-d-dos.—Pass back to back to places.
Demie tour (2 wane—Hands four half round.
Demi Moulinet.-Ladies to the centre giving right
hands.
>
En avant deux, ou, en avant et en arriére.—First lady and
opposite gentleman advance and retire.
En avant ultra—Advance four ﬁrst and opposite
couple, advance and retire.
En avant trois, deux folksy-Advance three, twice.
Fairs la 1'évdrence.—Bow and courtscy.

Grande Ronda—All the party form a circle, move to the
centre twice.

Grande promenade—A11 four couples promenade.
L’Eté.-First lady and opposite gentleman advance
and retire, then to the right, left, and cross over,
chassez right, left, and return to partners.

Le grand tour de rand—All hands join and dance
quite round.

wwu Mun u. m uuu. e

Lea Dames en Moullnet.——Ladics' right hands across’
and back.

Le méme pour lea Cavaliera—The gentlemen do the
same.
La Grande Chaine—All four couples chassez round,
giving right and left hands alternately.

Pas de Basque—A step from the south of France.
Pas de Basque Polonnaise.—-A step of the Mazourka.
Retraversez.—Return to places.
Retraversez en donnant la main gauche.—Re-cross giving
leﬂ: hands.
Tour de marina—Turn partners.
Traverse: dean—The two opposite persons cross over.

Traverse: deua: en dormant la main droit.--'I‘hc two
opposite persons cross Over giving right hands.
Tour :2 win-Turn corners.
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NEW

DANCE

MUSIC

FOR THE PRESENT SEASON.

The following New Dance Pieces have been performed
With great eclat at Her Majesty‘s State Balls, and the As
semblies of the Nobility, during the season.
QUADRILLES.
* Napoletana
Damas.
* Queen of the Chase..................W.T Belcher.
' Pretty Polly's..................... EdwardFrewin.
Merry Maids of Englandt. .. .. .. .. Geo. R. Griﬂiths.
‘
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.48
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Little Dorrit ..
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WALTZES.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..Edward Frewin.
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MAZURKAS.
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000.0.I."Ole.0.000000010000000000
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Snow
I13

Parry Cole.
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c.000c0l0I0¢u000000000000hJ0

'I‘endresse.. .. .. .. . .................Edward

Vie'not.

POLKAS.
* La Cloches du Monastbrc .. -- . .. .. .. W. H. Birch.
* That Pretty Polka .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..Hcnn' Bonner.
N. Southqate.
Evening Star
.. .. .. .. ..
* Bridal Bells....--......

M

Q

“awarenes
OOCQOQQ

H. Btrch.

* Pretty l’olly’s .. -- .. ..
.. .. .. .Henri Bqnmr.
Fairies’ Revel .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. u ..Geo. R. Gmﬂiths.
Lily Bell .. .. .
. .. .. Ernest Bennett Gilbert.
'lhe pieces
{him are beautifully illustrated.
In the Press,

L’ECOSSAISE. THE NEW PARISIENNE DANCE,
new ﬁrst introduced.
1

J. H. JEWELL, 104. GREAT RUSSELL STREET,
BLOOMSBURY (W.C ), Near the British Museum.
" The above, and all other Music, forwarded Post free, on
receipt of Postage Stamps.
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